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THE ANALYSIS ON PAＲTICULAＲITY OF THE CULTUＲAL INDUSTＲY
———TAKING MUSIC CEＲEMONY OF SHAOLIN＇ S ZEN AS AN EXAMPLE
NING Deng-yi
(Art College，Xiamen University，Xiamen 361005，China)
Abstract:The special characteristics of cultural industry market demand is difficult to predict due to cultural industry unique，follow
the objective law of market economy at the same time，in order to grasp the opportunities and challenges brought by its particularity．
Music Ceremony of Shaolin＇s Zen，with its unique content and strong brand has become a successful example of cultural tourism industry
in china． In this paper，taking the successful operation mode of Music Ceremony of Shaolin＇s Zen as an example，combined with the ac-
tual，the author interpreted cultural industry＇s special nature different from the general industry．
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